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The local behavior of the Chebyshev operator of best approximation from a
curve of functions (of which exponential sums are a special case) is studied, with
emphasis on local existence.

Let !/J be continuous on the open interval (!-,-, v) (which may be infinite).
Let [ex, ,8] be a closed finite interval. Let (y, 8) be an open interval such that
ax E (1-'-, v) for a E (y, 8) and x E [ex, ,8]. Let n > 0, m ~ 0 and let Vn.rn(!/J)
be the set of functions of the form

n m

F(A, x) = L ak!/J(an-Hx) --:-~ L a2n+kX,·-1
k~l k~l

an+k E (y, 8).

A classical set of functions of this form is the set of exponential sums
Vn.o(exp), with (1-'-, v) = (y,o) = (- 00, 00). General families of the form
Vn.o(!/J) were first studied by Hobby and Rice [4].

There is no loss of generality in requiring that an+1 , ... , a2n be distinct
and that all be nonzero if m > 0, which we assume henceforth. Define the
degeneracy ofFat A, denoted by d(A), to be the number of zeros in {a1 '00" an}.
In many cases of interest, F is varisolvent (see Rice [5,3 ff] for the definition
and the basic theory) and, in particular, F is unisolvent of degree 2n + m 
d(A) at A. We henceforth assume that this is the case. Consider the Chebyshev
approximation ofJE C[cx,,8] by Vn.m(!/J). A best approximation is character
ized by alternation of its error curve and is unique. Denote the best approxi
mation to J (if it exists) by T(f). Only in very simple cases do best approxi
mations exist to allJE C[ex, {3]. In particular, with !/J = exp, global existence
occurs only for n = 1 and m = 0, that is, only in the case where F(A, x) =

a1 exp(a2x). However, there is a local existence result due to the author [1].
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THEOREM l. Let the best approximation F(A, .) to f be ofmaximum degree
(that is, d(A) = 0). There is a neighborhood of f in q(X,,8] such that any
element of that neighborhood has a best approximation. tho,} ---+ f implies
{T(j~)} ---+ T(j).

In the above theorem (and subsequently) --~ denotes uniform convergence
on [(X, ,8]. No serious study has been made of what happens to existence when
best approximations are not of maximum degree, except for the analysis of
Schmidt [6, p. 170] of the case in which f is a degenerate approximation.

DEfiNITION. Vn.rn(ljJ) is m-empty if no sum of an element of Vn.o( ljJ) and a
polynomial of exact degree ~m is in Vn.,,,( ljJ).

THEOREM 2. Let Vn,,,,( ljJ) be m-empty. Let Vl,m( ljJ) contain a sequence
{gi} ---+ p, a polynomial having exact degree ?;::m. Let f be an approximation
of less than maximum degree. There exists {j~} converging uniformly to f with
fit having no best approximation from Vn,m(ljJ).

Proof. Letf = F(A, .) andfk = F(A, .) -+ pjk. We have

hjk F(A,') + gijk E Vn,m(ljJ)

and

THEOREM 3. Let Vn,m+l(ljJ) also be varisolvent with an element having
degeneracy t being of degree 2n -+ m -,- ] -- t. Let V",m(ljJ) be m-empty. Let
Vl,rn( ljJ) contain a sequence { gi} ---+ p, a polynomial of exact degree m, Let
d(A) > O. Let f - F(A, .) =Ie 0 alternate at least 2n -+ m -t- ] - d(A) times.
There exists {fk} ->- f with fk having no best approximation from Vn.m(ljJ).

Proof. Define

h k = F(A, .) -+ p/k;

then f - F(A, .) = fk - hk alternates 2n + m + 1 - d(A) times. Uk
F(A, .) - gijk} ->- fk - hk ; hence if a best approximation F(B, .) exists to
fk from V",m(ljJ)

IIJ;, - F(B, .)Ii ~: iiI., - hk II·

By an argument due to de la Vallee-Poussin [2, p. 226], this implies that
F(B, .) - hk has 211 + m + 1 - d(A) zeros, counting double zeros twice.
But hk E Vn.m+l( ljJ) and has degree 2n -+- m 1 -- d(A). Therefore, a
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difference of it and F(B, .) E Vn.m+l(lJ;) can have at most 2n + m - d(A)
zeros, counting double zeros twice, or F(B, .) 0= hk [5,4]. But hk ¢ Vn.m(tjJ)
and we have a contradiction.

What happens when exactly 2n + m - d(A) alternations occur is not
known in general. However, from [3, p. 107] we have

THEOREM 4. Let d(A) > 0 andf - F(A, .) alternate exactly 2n + m - d(A)
times. There exists Uk} --+ f such that no subsequence {fk(j)} has existence of
best approximations and uniform convergence of best approximations from
Vn,m(tjJ) to F(A, .).

Following Schmidt [6], we could define the Chebyshev operator T to be
continuous at f if (i) best approximations exist in a neighborhood off and
(ii) Uk} --+ fimplies T(fk) --+ T(j). Combining Theorems 1-4, we get

THEOREM 5. Let Vn.m(tjJ) be m-empty. Let Vl,m(tjJ) have a polynomial p
of exact degree m as a limit point. Let Vn.m+l(tjJ) be varisolvent with elements
of degeneracy t being of degree 2n + m + 1 - t. T is continuous at f if and
only if T(f) exists and is of maximum degree.

In Theorems 2, 3, 5, a hypothesis was that Vl,m(tjJ) had a limit point p,
a polynomial of degree m or more. A sufficient condition for this to occur is
given by the following theorem.

THEOREM 6. Let tjJ have a Taylor series L:;=o akxk convergent in a neigh
borhood of zero and I be the lowest index k ;? m such that ak =1= O. Any
polynomial of the form axe + p(x), p of degree m - 1, is a limit point of
Vl,m(tjJ).

Proof. Let p;(x) be the polynomial obtained by truncating the Taylor
series for (aljat) lJ;(xjj) at degree m -- I, then

(anat) tjJ(xfj) - p;(x) + p(x) = axt + p(x) + ar;(x),

where

We have
ro

I a(r;(x) I ~ L I akxkF-k I
k=(+1

ro

~ I a{+lx(+1 \11 + 2: I ak(xl jl/({+2»k II j.
k={+2
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For x E [lX, ,8] and all j sufficiently large X/P/lt,2J is in the region of conver
gence of ,p, hence the right-hand side tends to zero uniformly on [lX,,8] as
j -~ 00.

Theorems 2 and 6 show that the existence of best approximations to all
f E e[lX,,8) can occur only in very simple cases. For example with ,p(x) =

exp(x), existence is guaranteed only when 11 ,cc I, Tn 0.
We remarked earlier that what happens to nearby existence when deAl > °

and f - F(A,') alternates exactly 2n + m- d(A) times is unknown in
general. The following example shows that nonexistence nearby need not
occur even if nonexistence occurs globally.

EXAMPLE. Let [lX,,8] = [0, I] and let f(x) T2*(x) 8x2 - 8x L
the second Chebyshev polynomial on [0, I). Approximatefby Vl.l(,p), where
,pIx) = logO +- x), discussed in [7]. As f alternates twice on [0, 1], °is the
unique best approximation to f Suppose g exists nearfwith no best approxi
mation from Vl.l(,p). As best approximations by H ccc Vl.l(,p) u {ex +- d]
exist to all elements of qo, 1] by [8], g has a best approximation in H,
which must, therefore, be a first degree polynomial ex 0- d. By the character
ization of best approximations by H in [8], g(x)- cx- d alternates at least
three times (the amplitude must be close to 1 by standard results on continuity
of the error functional). Butf(x)- ex -- dis a polynomial of degree two and
cannot approximately alternate three times with amplitude near 1. We have
a contradiction and g does not exist.

Exactly the same situation occurs when we approximate by Vuf,p) ,
,p "'.... expo

The applicability of the theory of this paper obviously depends on what
families V",m(,p) are alternating with the required degree. The author has
proven that V".m(,p) is alternating with the required degree when

(i) ,pix) ----- ]!(l ,. x) m 0

(ii) ,pix) ---. exp(x) m ". 0;:----

(iii) ,pIx) _.. - log(] +- x) m I
IJl 1

(iv) 11 - I, Tn 0, ,p varied
n 1, Tn cc~ J, ,p varied
n - I, m general, ,p varied

Varisolvence follows from results of Barrar and Loeb.
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